We report the atomic-scale structure of epitaxial films of parent infinite-layer compound SrCuO2 prepared on SrTiO3 by molecular beam epitaxy. In-situ scanning tunneling microscopy study reveals a stoichiometric copper oxide (CuO2)-terminated surface featured by 2  2 reconstruction, caused primarily by structural distortions of four adjacent CuO2 plaquettes. Furthermore, the subsurface Sr atoms have been rarely discernible, showing intra-unit-cell rotational symmetry breaking. These observations can be reasonably modelled by a periodic up-down buckling of oxygen ions on the CuO2 plane. Further post-annealing leads to the removal of surface oxygens and an incommensurate stripe phase. Our study provides indispensable structural information to help understand the exotic properties of cuprate superconductors.
The underlying mechanism of high temperature (Tc) superconductivity in cuprates remains one of the most mysterious issues in condensed matter physics [1, 2] , although more than thirty years have elapsed since the discovery. This is in part due to the complex structures of cuprate superconductors, in which the copper oxide (CuO2) planes are sandwiched between other ionic layers. The ionic layers often serve as sources of electrons or holes (charge reservoirs) for CuO2 planes, thereby doping them and inducing superconductivity there. To unveil the high-Tc superconductivity in cuprates, many experimental techniques including surface-sensitive scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy have widely been applied and demonstrated their power to reveal cuprates' intriguing physical properties [3, 4] . These include the generally accepted d-wave pairing symmetry, pseudogap, electronic inhomogeneity, a broad class of charge/spin orders and nematicity [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Unfortunately, however, these measurements are mostly taken on charge reservoir layers rather than the CuO2 plane, because the latter is hardly accessible to surface sensitive techniques. This leaves an open question whether the measurements can actually reflect the properties of superconducting CuO2 planes. Such concerns are demonstrably justified by a few experimental studies performed directly on the CuO2 plane [10] [11] [12] [13] , which reveal contrasting features as those previously reported in cuprates. In order to clarify the novel phenomena and pairing mechanism of cuprate superconductors, preparation and exploration of the CuO2 plane are desired but challenging in experiments.
Among cuprates, the infinite layer (IL) ACuO2 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) compounds have the simplest crystal structure and a stacking of alternative CuO2 and Sr planes. The partial substitution of Sr by La introduces electrons and consequently leads to superconducting Sr1-xLaxCuO2 (x = 0.05  0.15) with a maximum transition temperature of Tc = 43 K [14, 15] . This value can be further enhanced to 80 K by constructing the BaCuO2/CaCuO2 superlattice [16] , and to 110 K by isovalent substitution in hole-doped (Sr1-xCax)1-yCuO2 (y = 0.1) [17] . More significantly, a nodeless superconducting gap, in contradiction to d-wave nodal scenario, is suggested by both bulk [18] and surface [19, 20] sensitive measurements in optimal doped IL Sr0.9La0.1CuO2. Besides, the IL cuprates commonly contain no apical oxygen and are readily terminated with CuO2 plane, the key building block of cuprate superconductors. All these characteristics render IL cuprates ideal prototype systems to directly exploit the key CuO2 plane and resolve the long-standing puzzles in cuprates.
For example, a comparison study of IL cuprates with the widely studied hole-doped cuprates will certainly help understand the roles played by apical oxygens in the high-Tc superconductivity of hole-doped cuprates. However, a systematic atomic-scale characterization of IL cuprates is currently lacking.
Despite granular bulk counterparts by high-pressure solid-state reaction [14, 15] , epitaxial films of IL Sr1-xLaxCuO2 have recently been synthesized by state-of-the-art molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [21, 22] . In this study, we mainly focus on the parent IL SrCuO2 films prepared on SrTiO3 (001) substrates, and detect their atomic-scale structure by in-situ STM. All the experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system (Unisoku) combining both MBE and STM capabilities. The base pressure of both chambers is better than 1. Å, as anticipated for IL SrCuO2. Such a value is further confirmed by taking the line profile across a step edge in Fig. 1(d) . We estimate the step height to be about 3.5 Å, which is in good agreement with the XRD measurements. Notably, the measured c-axis lattice constant appears slightly larger than that of IL (3.43 Å) bulk SrCuO2, suggesting that the epitaxial films are compressively strained.
Shown in Fig. 2(a) is a magnified STM image acquired on the flat terrace of IL SrCuO2 films.
Interestingly, checkboard-like square lattice with a spacing of  7.9 Å, at twice the bulk periodicity, is revealed and indicative of the formation of 2  2 reconstructed surface. This suggests that the SrCuO2 films are terminated with CuO2 [22] , which provide us an unprecedented opportunity to characterize directly its structure on the atomic scale. Otherwise, the pristine 1  1 Sr lattice should have been observed [25] . The doubly-periodic surface reconstruction is more clearly seen from the For a better understanding of the CuO2-(2 × 2) surface reconstruction on the atomic scale, we acquire a series of zoom-in STM images at varying occupied states, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Obviously, the STM images acquired at smaller sample biases give finer structures of the 2  2 reconstruction, which are more clearly revealed from the line profiles in Fig. 2(d) . Every unit cell is found to consist of four bright spots, which preferentially shrink together to form the tetramer-like patterns. In IL SrCuO2, the nearest-neighboring O-O distance is approximately 2.7 Å, significantly smaller than the spacing between adjacent bright spots. We thus ascribe the bright spots as Cu cations. This is consistent with the local density approximation (LDA) calculations [26] , which shows Cu Another prominent feature we observe here is that the valleys along the a axis appear darker than those along the b axis (c.f. the blue and black curves in the top panel of Fig. 2(d) ). This suggests that except for the structural distortion-induced 2  2 reconstruction, the CuO2 plane additionally experiences a rotational symmetry breaking from C4 to C2. Such a claim receives more experimental evidences from occasionally imaging the subsurface Sr cations. As shown in Fig. 3a , we visualize the subsurface Sr atoms at a smaller sample bias of -3.6 V, although the identical STM tip sees the top Cu atoms at -4.0 V as usual (c.f. the inset of Fig. 3 (a) and middle panel of Fig. 2(c) ). For easy viewing, the cross symbol denotes the identical position in both STM images at different sample voltages. One can immediately note that the dark holes in the inset of Fig. 3(a) correspond to the brightest spots in Fig. 3(a) . Knowing that the dark holes are positioned at the hollow sites of top Cu lattice, the bright spots in Fig. 3 (a) must the subsurface Sr atoms. Remarkably, although Sr atoms (dubbed as Sr2) between the brightest spots (Sr1) can be resolved along the a axis, the equivalent Sr3 atoms along the b axis is little identifiable [ Fig. 3(b) ]. This supports an intra-unit-cell symmetry breaking of the CuO2 plane. Such a finding constitutes one of the major findings in this study and is of significant importance, because it might link intrinsically to the extensively studied symmetry breaking states and nematicity in cuprates and provides atomic scale insight into their mechanism [27, 28] .
Our findings appear irreconcilable with the recently proposed oxygen vacancy model for 2  2 surface reconstruction of SrCuO2 [22] , in which half oxygen is assumed to be dismissed in every unit cell to avoid the polar catastrophe due to the alternating stacking of positively charged Sr 2+ and negatively charged CuO2 2-planes [29] . In the atomically resolved STM images [Figs. 2(c) and 3(a)], we find little signature of point vacancies, suggesting high stoichiometry of as-grown SrCuO2 films.
Moreover, the supposed oxygen vacancies wholly break the C4 symmetry of host lattice to C1, which is contradictive to our observation of C2-symmetric STM features. Instead, we propose here a periodic up-down buckling of oxygen ions on the CuO2 plane, as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) . This scenario sounds more reasonable since the buckling of oxygen ions has been previously observed in several cuprate compounds [30, 31] as well as the isostructural SrFeO2 compound [32] . In this model, no oxygen vacancy is involved and the buckling of CuO2 plane by displacing the oxygen ions in an up-down manner might modify the charge distribution and thus stabilize the terminated CuO2 plane [33] . As shown in Fig. 3(c) , the plus and minus signs (+ and −) mark the oxygen ions shifted upward and downward relative to the CuO2 plane, respectively, while the size of green spheres signifies the magnitude of displacement. As a result, the oxygen ions with a larger buckling tend to shrink the nearest-neighboring two Cu atoms together (see the arrows in Fig. 3(c) ), eventually leading to the appearance of Cu tetramers. This naturally interprets the alternative short and long interatomic distances in Fig. 3 (d) and formation of 2  2 superstructure.
More significantly, a close-up inspection of the model in Fig. 3 Finally we argue that a model with stoichiometric CuO2, rather than the CuO1.5 oxygen vacancy scenario, is further supported by intentionally removing the surface oxygens. Although the 2.7 nm spacing between adjacent stripes coincides closely with the periodicity of the well-documented supermodulations in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+ [34] , it is worth noticing that the latter supermodulations are orientated along one of the diagonal directions. Further studies are needed to understand this discrepancy as well as their formation mechanism.
In summary, we have clarified the atomic-scale structure of parent IL SrCuO2 cuprate films in real-space by using cryogenic scanning tunneling microscopy. This enables the building of a periodic up-down buckling model of oxygen ions on CuO2 plane that accounts well for the doublyperiodic surface reconstruction and intra-unit-cell rotational symmetry breaking. Knowing that the superconducting IL Sr1-xLaxCuO2 involves no surface reconstruction and develops from the parent SrCuO2 compounds [15, 22] , our study has stepped towards understanding the superconductivity of IL cuprates on the atomic scale. 
